STAR PROPHECY: SECULAR HISTORY SINCE CROSS OF CHRIST

SUMMARY

The future is written in the Stars: a truth Christians can embrace: Creator God set those stars in motion.

Our first paper in this series compared prophecy in the stars to Sacred History in the time of Christ & Apostles on a year by year basis (See Star Knowledge – Sacred History). Please read this paper first.

This paper compares prophecy in the stars to Secular History for the past two thousand years. We will break down the past two thousand years into 50 year segments or ‘eras’. Each era matches a star sign. Because each star sign matches a chapter in Genesis, each era also matches a chapter in Genesis.

We are in the 41st era (2001 AD to 2050 AD) since the Star Wheel began to rotate in 1 AD. This era is the star sign CETUS which means “BEAST FROM THE SEA: SHAMAN” and corresponds to Gen. 41 where Joseph explained Pharaoh’s Dream. Pharaoh elevated Joseph, who was the prototype Shaman.¹

BASICS OF STAR PROPHECY

By careful investigation into star meanings we reached three basic conclusions: (1) The drama of eternal salvation is written in star signs on Sun’s path (Basic Paper); (2) All the constellations in the heavens speak a prophetic word (Expanded Paper); (3) Prophetic knowledge in star signs maps 1-to-1 to chapters in Genesis (Advanced Paper).

ASTROLOGY IS FORBIDDEN

Astrology is forbidden (Deut. 18). Our research is not astrology. Our pictures for star signs and our meanings for star signs are Christ centered and reflect a Biblical perspective. We even match star signs to chapters in the Bible. In contrast, astrology uses perverted pictures for the star signs and twisted meanings for the star signs, which reflect a pagan perspective on the forces at play in the universe. Astrology is a huge lie. We honor God Most High, ruler of heaven and earth, whose prophecies are true.

¹ Joseph did not believe in the God of Abraham until he made a death-bed conversion (Heb. 11 v 22). Prior to that time Joseph was adept in the forbidden pagan practice of divination. See our paper The Cup.
STAR SIGNS IN HEAVENS FROM A BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE

HISTORY IS THE CLASSROOM FOR PROPHECY

We can now look back on 40 full Star Wheel rotations through modern history since 1 AD. Since each full rotation has a year for every star sign, each star sign has occurred in 40 different years in modern history. We can study all those years and compare historical events to the star signs and to the matching chapters in Genesis. Doing so will sharpen our prophetic senses. That is our ultimate goal.

THE SIGN FOR AN ERA

The first full rotation of the Star Wheel is prophetically tied to the first star sign: VIRGO. The second full rotation of the Star Wheel is prophetically tied to the second star sign: LIBRA. And so on for all the eras of modern history. (We observed this phenomenon in our first paper).

DID BIBLE PROPHETS STUDY THE STARS? THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES?

The language of prophecy from Genesis to Revelations is full of characters, creatures, and iconography from the stars. Before Moses put a pen to paper the entire library of prophecy resided in the stars of the heavens. What we are presenting here is not innovation. This is a recovery of prophetic insight.

Jesus rebuked the teachers of his day for their ignorance of star prophecy: “You know how to interpret the appearance of the sky, but not the signs of the times!” (Matt. 16 v 3). The teachers knew from Genesis the Messiah would be born of a Virgin. But they were ignorant of being in the era of VIRGO “PROMISED SEED” so they weren’t expecting Messiah to come. But the wise men from the East knew!

God’s people have Bibles today. But they can’t make sense of prophecy because they don’t know which prophecy refers to which year, or to which era. This paper will remedy that. We will start to relearn how to interpret star prophecy by reviewing the last 40 Star Wheel rotations in modern history.

We will compare star signs with the events in each era in detail. The comparison will validate that we have put the procession of the star signs in the right order. It will also clarify the meanings of the signs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Star Sign</th>
<th>Meaning of Sign</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Star Sign</th>
<th>Meaning of Sign</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Star Sign</th>
<th>Meaning of Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VIRGO</td>
<td>Seed of the Woman</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>ARA</td>
<td>No Peace for Wicked Says God</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>AURIGA</td>
<td>High Priest Tethers the Goats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LIBRA</td>
<td>Time of Trial</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>CRATER</td>
<td>Drink the Cup: Idolatry Judged</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>CANIS MAJOR</td>
<td>Mighty Warrior Scorns All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SCORPIO</td>
<td>Seed of Satan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>OPHUCHUS</td>
<td>Life &amp; Death Struggle</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>SAGITTA</td>
<td>Judgment of God: Defeat, Retreat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ARCHER</td>
<td>Arrow Aimed at Evil</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>BAND</td>
<td>Unequal Yoke: Family Disorder</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>HYDRA</td>
<td>Harlot: Pagan Priestess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CAPRICORN</td>
<td>Feral Goats Drowned</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>CRUX</td>
<td>Evil Prevails: Upright Cut Off</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>ARGO PUPIS</td>
<td>Virgins Flee: Rapist in House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AQUARIUS</td>
<td>Servant Washes Feet</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>LEPUS</td>
<td>False Prophets Multiply</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>COLT OF DONKEY</td>
<td>Angel of Lord Saves Donkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PISCES</td>
<td>Gentiles Believers Snared</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>ANDROMEDA</td>
<td>Slave Woman in Chains</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>CETUS</td>
<td>Beast From Sea: Shaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ARIES</td>
<td>Faith in Jesus is Weak</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>ARGO VELA</td>
<td>Orphans Go Homeless</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>PERSEUS</td>
<td>Angel of the LORD Appears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TAURUS</td>
<td>Gentile Kings: Mighty Brutes</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>P. AUSTRINUS</td>
<td>Fishing Net Tied To Stone Sinks</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>ERIDANUS</td>
<td>Judgment: River of Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GEMINI</td>
<td>Love Stronger than Death</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>DRACO</td>
<td>Deceivers Cast Out of Heaven</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>CORVUS</td>
<td>Birds Eat Flesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>CANCER</td>
<td>Sorting Pen: Faith Crisis</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>DALPH</td>
<td>Judgment Like a Flood</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>ORION</td>
<td>Captain of the Host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Defender of Poor Roars</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>PEGASUS</td>
<td>Holy Ones Shine Like Stars</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>CYGNUS</td>
<td>Resurrected Saints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>AQUILA</td>
<td>Eagle Rises High: Eats Blood</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>CASSEIOPIA</td>
<td>Free Woman: Queen of Heaven</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>CENTAURUS</td>
<td>Despised One Falls in Battle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>VICTIMA</td>
<td>Body of Messiah Broken</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>SERPENS</td>
<td>Snake Coils Around Victims</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>CEPHUS</td>
<td>Messiah on Throne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CORONA</td>
<td>Highest Crown Elusive</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>HERCULES</td>
<td>Believers Fight for the Faith</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>GOOD SHEPHERD</td>
<td>Promised Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>BIG DONKEY</td>
<td>Gentile Beast Led by the Tail</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>COMA</td>
<td>Dreams of Paradise Come True</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>ARGO CARINA</td>
<td>Widow Ready to Die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>LYRA</td>
<td>Prey in Claws of the Eagle</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>CANIS MINOR</td>
<td>Woe in City of Blood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1ST ERA (1 – 50 AD): 1ST SIGN VIRGO “SEED OF THE WOMAN”

STAR PROPHECY

The Hebrew name for the star sign is Bethulah which means "Virgin". The picture is a woman holding a tree branch (pointed up) in her right hand and a sheaf of wheat (pointed down) in her left hand. Spica is the bright star in the left hand: it means "The Branch". Zavijava in her left shoulder means “Gloriously Beautiful”. The star in the right hand is Vindemiatrix; it means “The Branch who comes”. The star Subilon means "Ear of Wheat", Subilah means “Who Carries”. Virgo is reclining directly on the path of the Sun. The Sun enters from between Virgo’s feet and passes through her left shoulder. Mary said to the Angel who announced she would conceive and bear a son whom she would call Jesus: “How can this be since I do not know a man?”. The Angel said “the Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Highest will over-shadow you”. The miracle of the incarnation is suggested by the Sun passing between the legs of the Virgin. The birth of Jesus Christ fulfilled this prophecy. Jesus is the “Gloriously Beautiful” One who ‘over-shadows’ Mary. Worship of Mary is a gross error: a misreading of star prophecy.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

From the perspective of Secular History, the death of Jesus on the Cross is a mere footnote (a one liner in Josephus’ History of the Jews). But Jesus said “unless a Seed falls to the ground and dies... it cannot bear fruit” (harkening to the image of the Ear of Wheat in the left hand of Virgo pointed down to the Earth). So, although the death of Christ was barely noticed, believers in Christ grew into a community in Jerusalem after Pentecost (image above), then spread the faith throughout the Roman Empire.

Here is a key lesson in star prophecy: a star sign may portend events which are minor compared to the front page news of the day, but which in time are proven to be history changing.

When we come to apply star prophecy to the year or the era we occupy we don’t have the benefit of hindsight to see how the hand of God is working in Secular History. We must rely on the Holy Spirit to aid in interpretation.

God has so arranged it this way that prophecy will always be his special gift to believers.
2ND ERA (51 – 100 AD): 2ND SIGN LIBRA “TIME OF TRIAL”

STAR PROPHECY

The pattern of the stars is reminiscent of a set of weighing scales or a Cross of crucifixion.

The scales are not level, but tipping down. The amount set on the scales is deficient, and a debt is due to be paid.

As with any debtor unable to pay the debt, the result is distress. The debtor may forfeit their land, be sold into slavery, or both.

The offering of a perfect sacrifice on behalf of the debtor makes up for the deficiency. The Jews rejected Jesus as Messiah, so they could not avail his propitiation for their sins (debts to God).

God’s justice demanded payment, so the Jews lost their land. The Romans captured Jerusalem, destroyed the Temple, and kicked the Jews out.

The Hebrew name for the sign is Mozanaim – ‘The Scales’. The star names support the sign picture: Zuben al Genubi – ‘the price deficient’; Zuben al Chemali – ‘the price which covers’; Zuben al Akrab – ‘the price of the conflict’

HISTORICAL EVENTS

The time when Jesus was alive was peaceful. This fulfilled the word of the angels at Jesus’ birth: “Peace on Earth goodwill towards men”.

The era 51 - 100 AD was truly a Time of Trial:

54 AD Earthquake in Greece
64 AD Great Fire in Rome & Christian martyrdom
66 AD Great Revolt: Jews rebel & kill Romans
67 AD Vespasian invades Judah with 4 legions
68 AD Roman Civil War: Nero commits suicide
69 AD Romans besiege Jerusalem
70 AD Jerusalem Falls; Temple destroyed
71 AD Bastion of Herodium falls to Romans
73 AD Last Bastion of Masada falls to Romans

John the Baptist had tried to warn the Jews: “The Ax is at the root of the Tree”. John was aware the Time of Trial was at hand. No surprise here: Star Prophecy is on the minds of Prophets.
3RD ERA (101 – 150 AD): 3RD SIGN SCORPIO “SEED OF SATAN”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Scorpio threatens: facing towards the Lord Jesus upon the Cross in Libra. We see the ancient and visceral antagonism between the Seed of the Woman (Jesus Christ) and the Seed of Satan (people of the world who hate God and his Son).

There are 44 visible stars in Scorpio. The spiritual number 44 means “BLOOD-THIRSTY MURDERS”.

The star Antares in the heart of Scorpio means “The Wounding”. Marking the tip of his tail is the star Lesath which means “Sting”.

The stars at the front of Scorpio are not the claws: they are either mouth parts, eyes, or fangs of the scorpion. The claws are extended and stretch out around the victim in Libra.

Jesus sacrifice on the Cross overcame the power of Satan to kill and destroy, because he rose up from the grave to live for evermore.

But how many Christians know the confession of our faith “Where O Death is your Sting?” is an allusion to the Star Sign Scorpio?

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Based on the sign Scorpio we would expect this era to exhibit worldly progress & denial of God.

The Romans were smug. Their Empire was at its height. But the evil in Rome was also at a peak.

106 AD Romans decisively defeat arch-rival King Decebalus and the war-like Dacians

118 AD Hadrian (above) became Emperor

132-134 AD Bar Kokbah Revolt: 580,000 Jewish civilians killed in massive Roman reprisal

138 AD Hadrian erects a Statue of Jupiter on the Temple Mount: prohibits practice of Jewish faith

148 AD Games held to dedicate the 900th birthday of Rome

150 AD Ptolemy publishes the world’s first Atlas

150 AD Ptolemy publishes ‘Almagest’: a virtuoso treatment of the Greek principles of Trigonometry and Mathematics. One of the most significant scientific texts of all time.
4TH ERA (151 – 200 AD): 4TH SIGN Archer “Arrow Aimed at Evil”

**STAR PROPHECY**

The Hebrew name for the sign is ‘Kesith’ or “Archer”. His arrow is aimed directly at Antares, the chief star of Scorpion, the evil ones.

The Centaur (part man and part horse) treads on a snake whose head is lifted up as if to bite.

The star at the base of the neck is ‘Nunki’, meaning “Prince of the Earth”. The star at the bottom of the bow is ‘Al Naim’, meaning “The Gracious One”.

In the feet there are two stars ‘Ruckba er Rami’ (hind leg) and ‘Urkab er Rami’ (fore leg), which both mean “Bowman Riding”. ‘Nehusta’ means “Sending Forth”. ‘Shaula’ means “The Dart”.

The sun passes out through the mouth of Kesith on the ecliptic. Kesith speaks on behalf of God.

The center of the Milky Way lies just in front of the drawn bow. There are many faint, distant, huge galaxies, in Kesith.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Kesith speaks prophetically of God using an agent in the world to send judgment on sinners.

The Roman Empire was pure paganism. The God above all gods would not permit Rome to go unpunished. But judgment of Rome (Scorpio) came in the form of conversions to Christianity!

Rome saw this danger and persecuted Christians bitterly. This failed: faith in God strengthened.

161 AD Ban on Jewish pilgrimages were not as strictly enforced by Emperor Marcus Aurelius.

177 AD Persecution of Aurelius: churches destroyed, Christians accused of cannibalism.

192 AD Persecutions under Emperor Severus: Christians who did not make the required offerings to pagan gods were subject to punishment: exile or being thrown to the lions.

199 AD Pope of Rome ex-communicated the Church of Ephesus over a minor disagreement. Ecclesiastical oppression also tormented saints.

What irony in this star sign! Sorrows fall on God’s saints; but the arrow is aimed at Rome.
5TH ERA (201 – 250 AD): 5TH SIGN CAPRICORN “FERAL GOATS DROWN”

STAR PROPHECY

The two bright stars: Al Gedi means ‘The Goat’ and Al Dabih ‘Sacrifice Slain’ are in the horn and in the eyes of the Goat respectively.

The path of the Sun, the ecliptic, passes beneath the eyes, suggesting the nostrils are underwater, as if the Goat is drowning in the Sea.

[note: above ecliptic is the ‘Land’ (faith in God); below ecliptic is the ‘Sea’ (little faith in God)]

The position of Capricorn, the haughty goat, is looking away from the naked servant Aquarius, representing the humble servant Jesus, washing the feet of the saints.

The outstretched arm of Aquarius extends over the fishy tail of Capricorn, but does not extend as far as the head of Aquarius.

So, although the feral goats are drowning in the Sea the mercy of God is extended to the descendants of the feral goats, i.e. the fishy tail. The mercy of God does not extend to the fathers who sin, i.e. the head of the goat.

They bear punishment for going their own way.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Who are the feral Goats? Often it is the Jews, Syrians, or Edomites. People with a spiritual heritage who resist the Holy Spirit.

Because of Roman persecution after the Diaspora, many Jews resettled East of Eden: in Babylon. There they had a measure of quiet.

219 AD Jewish Rabbinical academies were founded in Babylonia. This began the canonization of the Mishnah (rabbinical opinions) as equal in authority to the Torah.

The tilt to extreme legalism of Jewish doctrine ensured the Goats would drown. Simple faith in the death of Christ for salvation was excluded.

Christianity also descended into a vise grip of clerical authority at this time. Bishops were assigned wide territories and ruled over Priests.

The Church at Rome served as a Sanhedrin: a place where doctrinal edicts were issued and imposed on pain of ex-communication.

Like the Jews, Christianity was rejecting faith in Christ and replacing it with a religious system.
6TH ERA (251 – 300 AD): 6TH SIGN AQUARIUS “SERVANT WASHES FEET”

STAR PROPHECY

In the right shoulder Sa-ad Al Melik: “record of the outpouring”
In the left shoulder, Sa-ad Al Sand: “pourer out”;
In the left hand, Al Bali: “the swallower”;
In the right leg, Skeat: “who goes and returns”;
The picture is of water being poured out, into the mouth of a fish far below in the deep sea.

In the right leg, Skat: “who goes and returns”;

Jesus identified himself with this picture in the stars of the servant pouring out water.

Jesus said: “...whoever drinks the water I give him will never thirst” (John 4 v 14)

“...so he got up from the meal, and wrapped a towel around his waist. After that, he poured water into a basin and began to wash the disciples’ feet, drying them with the towel around his waist” (John 13 v 4 – 5)

Jesus said: “Now that I your Lord and Teacher have washed your feet, you also should wash one another’s feet” (John 13 v 14)

Jesus returned (by faith) at Pentecost: “I will pour out my Spirit in those days and they will prophesy” (Acts 2 v 18)

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Aquarius reveals the servant heart of Jesus. But it also portrays disciples merrily eating: insensitive to the abasement of their LORD.

At this time in history Christians had no good choices. Roman persecutions were widespread and bloody. Meanwhile, in the community of faith, clerics had become tyrannical over-lords.

270 AD Anthony left the world behind and went into the Scetis wilderness in Egypt to seek solitude and an austere life as a hermit.

Like the fish deep in the Sea, Anthony retreated far from Church-ianity but Christ fed him there!

Thus began the ‘Desert Fathers’: a movement which sought a closer communion with Jesus.

Sadly, these communities became formalized and co-opted back into the control of clerical religion. Abbas (‘Fathers’) oversaw the disciples.

270 AD Emperor Aurelius took the title ‘LORD and GOD’: truly the days were spiritually dismal!

285 AD Empire Splits. Judgment is nearing.

293 AD Splits Again. Prayers are being answered.

The darkest hour comes before the dawn...
7TH ERA (301 – 350 AD): 7TH SIGN PISCES “GENTILE BELIEVERS SNARED”

STAR PROPHECY

The Hebrew name for the star sign is Dagim, “The Fishes”. It can also be translated “The Multitudes”.

The two fish in Pisces are at each end of The Band connected to the single star Alrescha “The Bridle”.

The Band connecting the two fish in Pisces is a separate star sign. The North Fish has a star with the name: Al Samaca “The Upheld” and the (lower) West Fish has a star with the name: Okda “The United”.

No bright stars are present. This suggests the star name meanings are less important than other factors, such as position.

Pisces is located on the path of the Sun, but mostly above the ecliptic in the “Land” portion of the heavens. We are looking at fish on land!

The “Land” is where there is faith in God. Fish are normally in the Sea where there is little faith in God. So: Pisces speaks of Gentiles (pagan backgrounds) who have found faith in God.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Pisces portrays Gentile Believers in Jesus, but tied by the tail to a Band. Christians are triumphant over Rome, but also entangled in the forbidden matrimony (Band) of Church & State.

Constantine’s mother Helen was a Christian and formed his faith. She became an arch-type of the relationship of the Church to European kings.

303-313 AD Great Persecution of Christians

312 AD Battle of Milvan Bridge: Constantine gets victory after seeing a vision to paint crosses on the shields of his troops. He is made Emperor.

313 AD Edict of Milan. Christians are free to practice their faith; church property is restored.

317 AD African Bishops ask Constantine for help

321 AD Constantine orders Christians to observe the ‘Venerable Day of the Sun’: Sunday.

324 AD Constantine murders his son Crispus.

325 AD Constantine calls the Council of Nicea. The Bishops agree on religious laws & doctrines.
8TH ERA (351 – 400 AD): 8TH SIGN ARIES “FAITH IN JESUS IS WEAK”

STAR PROPHECY

The Hebrew name for the sign is Taleh: “The Lamb”.

The bright star in the head is El Natik: “Slain” which the Arabs called Hamal: “Sheep”.

Another star in the head area is Sheratan: “The Wounded”. These names identify this sign with Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God slain from the foundation of the world.

This lamb is slain, but He is not dead, He is alive! This can only be the resurrected Christ. His front legs stand upon (resist) the ‘Band’ of Pisces.

The Sun passes just under the feet of Taleh. Beneath Taleh in submission, is Leviathan the powerful sea serpent (signifying evil schemes operating unseen behind seats of power).

Perseus is above Taleh to the left. Perseus stands holding a severed head in one hand and a great sword in the other.

Cassiopeia is above Taleh on the right. She is the righteous Bride enthroned in heaven who only has eyes for her beloved Taleh.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

It is a time when the testimony of Christ is least visible (Aries): rather than suffer, Christians take up arms (Perseus) against their foes.

After Constantine died, pagans attempted to take back the Empire. After many bloody battles a victorious warrior son defended the dynasty.

351 AD Battle of Mursa: Constantius II (an Arian) defeated Magnentius (a pagan usurper).

359 AD 1st Council of Constantinople: Bishop of Constantinople elevated above all Sees but Rome

361 AD Julian ‘the Apostate’ is Emperor: Re-opens pagan temples & restores pagan practices.

383 AD Magnus declares himself Emperor: attacks Gaul & Italy; defeated by Theodocius I

393 AD Emperor Theodocius I bans pagan rituals at the Olympics: the games stop for 1500 years.

394 AD Battle of Frigidus: Pagan rebel army general Eugenius is defeated by Theodocius I

395 AD Theodocius I dies. Simultaneously Huns make first foray against the Empire in Thrace...
STAR PROPHECY

Below ecliptic a bright red star **Al Debaran**: “The Leader” lies at the root of the left horn.

Near the tip of the left horn is the ‘**Crab Nebula’** – the remnants of a supernova star.

In the head of the Bull, close to **Al Debaran** and also below ecliptic are a group of stars (pictured in the diagram) shaped like a “V”. These are the **Hyades** which means “The Congregation”.

The star at the tip of the right horn is **Al Nath** which means “Wounded” or “Slain”.

A group of stars (not in the diagram) are above the ecliptic north of **Al Debaran**. This cluster of seven stars is **The Pleiades** which means “The Congregation of the Lord”. The four brightest of these are arranged in a distinct Cross shape.

The brightest star in the **Pleiades** is **Al Cyone** which means “The Center”.

**Footnote:** 2 This view of Taurus has path of Sun at 90° (up-to-down)

HISTORICAL EVENTS

The forbidden union of Church and State has produced children: men of distinction that have a form of godliness but deny the power thereof.

**Taurus** (Bull) is strength in the flesh. Outwardly virtuous kings; mighty like gods; but with no spiritual discernment. People bow to them.

399 AD – 420 AD **Yazdegerd I** Sassanian Emperor. Noble ruler who tolerated Jews & Christians. His land was peaceful until the end of his reign.

408 AD – 450 AD **Theodosius II** was adopted and put in the care of **Yazdegerd I** until age 7.

**Theodocius II** was wise and prudent: he built the famous ‘Theodosian Wall’; he instituted the ‘Theodosian Code’: one set of laws for all people.

410 AD Rome falls to the Visigoths. Same year **Yazdegerd I** issues his ‘Edict of Toleration’.

431 AD Council of Ephesus: Bishops elevate Mary to ‘Mother of God’; the cult of Mary is official!

443 AD Huns defeat **Anatolius**; pay huge tribute!
**10TH ERA (451 – 500 AD): 10TH SIGN GEMINI “LOVE STRONGER THAN DEATH”**

**STAR PROPHECY**

The Hebrew name for the star sign is **Thaumim**: “United” or “Joined”. Arabic **Al Tauman** means the same.

Stars in the figure on the right include names meaning: “Ruler” (**Castor**), “Treading Under Foot” (**Mebsuta**), “Wounded” (**Alhena**), and in his hand “Palm Branch”.

Stars in the figure on the left include names meaning: “Comes to Suffer” (**Pollux**).

Ancient depictions show the pair as a young man holding hands with a young woman.

Sometimes also portrayed as two mighty heros carrying bow and arrow, **harp**, and **club**.

The Greeks credited **Castor** and **Pollux** with clearing narrow sea trading routes of pirates.

They are at all times portrayed as deeply bonded and devoted to each other. The name “United” or “Joined” suggests the same idea.

The two stars in the heads are bright in the sky.

---

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Without fear of God before their eyes men corrupt their loves & worship graven images.

The **Byzantine Empire** was highly influenced by Greek culture: love of beauty and adornments of temples.

Christianity in Byzantium was centered around the adoration of relics and their churches featured **colorful mosaics** of Jesus & Mary.

Byzantine Churches (above) have many towers: hinting at **divided loyalties**: Jesus versus Mary.

The men of distinction with no spiritual light (**Taurus**) give rise to blasphemous false teachers.

491 AD **Anastasius** became Byzantine Emperor: a highly successful ruler but he sired no progeny.

**Anastasius** was a **Miaphysite**: he believed in one "One Incarnate Nature of Christ" an undivided union of the Divine and human natures; this put him at odds with Orthodox & Catholic doctrine.

**STAR PROPHECY**

The Hebrew name for the star sign is **Ausar** meaning “To Hold”, “To Bind”, or “To Keep”. The Egyptians called this sign **Klaria** “Cattlefolds”.

There are no bright stars in Cancer, it is the dimmest constellation in the sky, barely visible on a clear night. Stars:

- **Tegmine** means “Holding”,
- **Acubene (Acubens)** “Sheltering” / “Hiding Place”
- **Ma’alaph** “Assembled Thousands”
- **Alhimarean** “The Kids”
- **Al Tarf** “The End”.

The Beehive Cluster in the center of Cancer is called **Praesepe** “The Manger” or “Multitude”.

The two stars either side of Praesepe are the famous **Aselli** “Two Donkeys”. One is **Asellus Australis** “South Donkey” and the other is **Asellus Borealis** “North Donkey”.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Cancer pictures the total subjection of God’s people to a tyrant with no affection for them.

The people realise the King is unfit to lead; he kills his own people; he is controlled by his wife.

513 AD Emperor **Anastasis** imposed Miaphysite belief: appointing Patriarchs favorable to his view

517 AD **Anastasius** chose **Justinian** as successor

525 AD **Justinian** compromised godly principles by marrying the notorious harlot **Theodora**

527 AD **Justinian** was crowned Emperor

Procopius wrote: “All senators including patricians must prostrate before Justinian and Theodora. Government officials must lay face down and kiss the in-step of each of her feet.”

532 AD Nika Chariot Riots. Justinian traps 30,000 citizens in the Hippodrome and has them killed.

537 AD Cathedral *Hagia Sophia* is dedicated.

541 AD **Plague of Justinian**: 25 million died (3 yrs)
LEO contains many bright stars:

- **Regulus**: “Treading Under Foot”
- **Denbola**: “Judge Who Comes”
- **El Gibbor**: “Mighty Warrior is God”

Leo is positioned directly above the Serpent Hydra, to whom we have assigned the spiritual meaning: “Harlot: Pagan Princess”.

Leo signifies the appearance of a Mighty Warrior is God to vanquish schemes and depravities paganism has fostered on Earth.

This author is a Christian: I confess Jesus Christ is the Messiah who was rejected, died, rose again.

I do not see Leo as Jesus Christ returning. Leo is an unclean animal, a cat with claws. He is not Defender of the Faith: He is Defender of Poor.

Leo is an unrighteous nation used by God to punish sinning once-righteous nations. God holds the people who use his name to a high standard. After warnings and repeated rebellion, God releases Leo, the Judge Who Comes. (See Habbakuk’s Complaint: Hab. 1 (especially v 8))

There is no rescue of the poor from a tyrant like Justinian so God raises up a Mighty-Warrior, a Judge, to punish him, to Tread Him under Foot.

562 AD **Justinian** sues for peace with **Shah Khosrow**

569 AD **Mohammed** is born (a poor orphan boy)

~ 571 AD Nestorian priest **Waraka** translates the Gospel of Matthew into Arabic. Arabs reject his preaching and hold on to pagan temples & idols

~ 578 AD **Kadijah** converts to Catholicism (age 23) she is a 1st cousin of **Waraka** (father’s side)

595 AD **Mohammed** (~age 25) marries **Khadijah** (~age 39-40); she is of Jewish blood (mother’s side)

Note: Mohammed adopts Ebionite monk practices of fasting; praying many times a day; alms to poor.

Mohammed hears there is only one God, His will is good works, repentance from sins, and Nestorian (false) teaching Jesus can’t be a man and God’s Son.

Mohammad will cure Arabs of many idols. His men will also conquer the lands of the Oriental Orthodox (Iraqi & Syrian Nestorians, Egyptian Copts) and the Byzantines (Mary Worship). **He is Leo!** He roars!

STAR PROPHECY

Stars in unclean eagle AQUILA: (decan Capricorn)

In the head: **Al Tair** ‘The Wounding’

In the beak: **Al Shain** ‘The Bright’ (i.e. color red)

The brilliant star **Al Tair** in the head (top left) is headed upward to heaven. The picture is an eagle that is rising up to the heavens but is about to be wounded at the tip of the wing.

**Aquila** is located in the “Land” portion of the sky: **Aquila** is a people who have faith in God: these people are eating [as in the beak] the (bright) blood (of her Messiah). The eagle is strong so long as she eats blood: of her prey & of her own.

The arrow of God’s judgment **Sagitta** is headed directly for the right wing (in the diagram). The right wing-tip just touches the star rich Milky Way. There is a hint here of worship of angels. This is likely the reason the arrow has been sent. We expect soon (but not yet) the Eagle will be crippled in the wing, unable to fly, and fall down below the ecliptic to the “Sea” portion of the sky.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

605 AD Ka’ba renovation: black stone replaced
610 AD Revelations of Mohammed in Cave Hira
615 AD Umar converts
622 AD Hirja Migration Medina: 1st Islamic State
630 AD Conquest of Mecca
631 AD Tribe of Thagif converts
632 AD Caliph Mohammed dies
633 AD Wars in Bahrain, Yemen, Oman
634 AD Wars in Damascus: Caliph Abu Bakr dies
641 AD Conquest of Alexandria, Egypt
643 AD Conquest of Azarbaijan
644 AD Conquest of Iran: Caliph Umar dies
646 AD Conquest of Cyprus
648 AD First battle with Byzantines
14TH ERA (651 – 700 AD): 14TH SIGN VICTIMA “BODY OF MESSIAH BROKEN”

STAR PROPHECY

Victima (Lupus) is a decan sign of LIBRA.

The lack of a clear outline of a figure suggests a body that has been broken beyond recognition.

Victima is located far below ecliptic in the “Sea”: the place where sins are greatest and faith in God is weakest. We would expect to find many victims in such a place at such a time (Libra).

The Hebrews called this sign Asedah (Arabs Asedaton) which both mean ‘Victim Slain’.

There are no bright stars: all ranging from the fourth to sixth magnitude. This author was unable to obtain meanings of the star names.

Centaurus is piercing Victima with his spear. It is an unmistakable image of self-wounding.

When Christ died on the Cross he was the purest victim: he did not deserve to die. Victima is death of innocents by the hands of relatives.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

(Aquila has fallen): Many Bodies Everywhere!

656 AD Caliph Uthman assassinated: Ali is Caliph
656 AD Battle of Camel, 1st Fitna, Islamic Civil War
659 AD Rebel Caliph Mu’Awiyah captures Egypt
660 AD Caliph Ali recaptures Yemen
661 AD Caliph Ali is stabbed with poison at prayers
662 AD Caliph Mu’Awiyah imposes cursing of Ali in public daily prayers: this custom lasts 60 years
663 AD 1st Sunni Caliph: Ummayads of Syria

Note: Ummayads were secular governments; a dynasty of Caliphs who happened to be Moslems

674 AD 1st Siege of Constantinople: unsuccessful
680 AD 2nd Islamic Civil War, Battle of Karbala: Hussein bin Ali dies, become martyr of Shi’ism
694 AD Dome of Rock built, Islamic Mosque, built on the former site of Herod’s Temple in Jerusalem
15TH ERA (701 AD – 750 AD): 15TH SIGN CORONA “HIGHEST CROWN ELUSIVE”

STAR PROPHECY


All seven stars are in a distinct crescent shape. There are 21 visible stars in that area of the sky.

The brightest star Alphecca means “The Shining”. Babylonians called this star Ashtoreh.

Three of the seven stars in the cup are binary stars, so seven appear to the naked eye but there are ten in total. Nusakan is binary.

Corona sits snugly and securely between two constellations signifying powerful protection: Hercules (“Victorious Believers Arise”) and Bootes (“The Good Shepherd”).

Beneath the Crown, Serpens (“Serpent Coils About Victims”) is reaching up with jaws open as if to wrest it, but Serpens is restrained by Ophiuchus (“Life & Death Struggle”).

Corona is the highest crown: world rule. Strong spiritual powers protect Corona: the efforts of man in his own strength can not obtain it.

Hence our meaning “Highest Crown Elusive”

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Islam fails to conquer the world; halted at Europe

701-703 AD Muslims conquer Armenia, Morocco, make inroads into Anatolia

709 AD Muslims conquer Bukhara, Uzbekistan

711-714 AD Muslim Berbers conquer southern Spain & Barcelona

717 AD 2nd Siege of Constantinople: Muslims fail

719 AD Charles Martel conquers pagan Frisia

720 AD Caliph orders all Christian icons destroyed

721 AD Battle of Toulouse: Muslims defeated

730 AD Byz. Emperor orders images destroyed

732 AD Battle of Tours: Charles decisively defeats larger Muslim army: gets nickname ‘The Hammer’.

744-750 AD 3rd Muslim Civil War; Abu Muslim defeats Ummayads; Battle of Zab: Ummayad family is massacred: tombs in Syria desecrated.

The Crown which Martel wins proves elusive: Europeans will fight for centuries and no European Emperor will reign supreme over all for long!
**16TH ERA (751 – 800 AD): 16TH SIGN BIG DONKEY “GENTILE BEAST IS LED BY TAIL”**

*STAR PROPHECY*

It looks like a Big Donkey! And it is a big sign—the third largest. It is located high up in the Northern sky, visible all year above the equator.

The stars in the chest, neck, and head form the Big Dipper. The neck is the will, the head is the mind, and the chest is the heart. This flock’s heart, mind, and soul is joined to their leader!

**Mizar** “Small”  **Alcor** “Lamb”  **Alkaid** “Assembled”

**Dubhe** “Flock” or “Herd”; **Merak** “Flock”

**Dubhe** & **Merak** are on a line that points to the Pole Star; the Big Donkey travels around and around the Pole Star but never arrives there.

Looking up from Earth at the Pole Star, stars rotate counter-clockwise. The Big Donkey is walking backwards! Huge beast led by the tail!

The Pole Star is Jesus Christ. The Big Donkey [righteous Gentile nations] follow a leader with heart, mind, soul; but the leader is not Lord Jesus. The leader (Gentile Ruler) follows the Tail (Religious Ruler): the result is walking backwards!

*HISTORICAL EVENTS*

- It is not a ‘Big Dipper’: it is an ‘Iron Hammer’!
- 760 AD Franks push Muslims out of Aquitane
- 762 AD Abbasids move capital to Baghdad; build the famous Round City with 100,000 laborers
- 768 AD Pepin dies; Charlesmagne ascends
- 774 AD Charlesmagne conquers the Lombards
- 782 AD Charlesmagne imposes death to pagans who won’t convert: massacre of pagans at Verden
- 785 AD Pagan Kings of Saxons are baptised
- 787 AD 1st Viking raid: on Portland, England
- 788 AD Pagan Avars from Hungary invade Bavaria
- 790 AD Charlesmagne ravages Avar territory
- 794 AD Charlesmagne moves his court to Aachen
- 797 AD Saxony falls to Charlesmagne
- 800 AD Pope crowns Charlesmagne Emperor: ‘King of the Romans’: arch-type of European Kings
17TH ERA (801 – 850 AD): 17TH SIGN LYRA “PREY IN CLAWS OF EAGLE”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Two Hebrew names for **Lyra**:

- **Nesher**: “Fishing Eagle”, and **Gnasor**: “Harp”.

Both names fit with the individual star names and are appropriate labels for the constellation.

The bright star **Vega** means “He shall be Exalted”. It is the same root word in Hebrew word that is used in the opening stanza of the Song of Moses: “I will sing [Harp] to the Lord for He is highly exalted [Vega].” (Exodus 15:1).

The star **Sheliak**: “Eagle”

The star **Sulafat**: “Springing Up” or “Ascending”.

The picture is of an eagle swooping down to catch a prey to eat and then climbing back up again to the glory of its master.

A **ring nebula** is located between **Sheliak** and **Sulafat**. The ring nebula is a star that exploded and left a massive cloud of shining dust with the tiny remnant of the star burning hot at the center. The enemy vanquished and mad!

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Is it right for Christian peoples to have a Pope? Is it right for Popes to dispense royal crowns? God in Heaven is King: he will prove who is Lord: He scourges Papist Europe with Vikings.

806 AD Vikings attack Scotland

808 AD Vikings raid Baltic

818 AD Vikings raid Anatolia

829 Ansar 1st Christian missionary to Sweden

841 AD Vikings sail up Rhone: devastate Rouen

845 AD Vikings lay siege to Paris: get huge ransom

846 AD Arab Saracen sack Rome & St. Peter’s

848 AD Bordeaux falls to Vikings: Pope builds a great wall to surround the Vatican

850 AD Vikings conquer Friesland (Netherlands)

Vikings will not be tamed by swords or ransoms: they will be made to bow before the Cross. **Who is the King? Who gains the Victory? He is exalted!**
HEBREW BOH: “HE COMES”: ANGRY AT THE WICKED!

“WHO IS THIS WHO COMES” FROM EDOM, WITH DYED GARMENTS FROM BOZRAH...WHY IS YOUR APPAREL RED AND YOUR GARMENTS LIKE THE ONE WHO TREADS THE WINEPRESS? FROM THE NATIONS NO ONE WAS WITH ME. FOR I HAVE TRODDEN THEM IN MY ANGER, AND TRAMPLED THEM IN MY FURY.” (ISA. 63).

EDOM CONNECTS BOH TO THE LEADER OF THE ARABS. THIS SEALS AN ISLAMIC CONNECTION TO ARA. EVEN THE NAME IN ISLAM FOR GOD: ALLAH SOUNDS LIKE ARA!

MOHAMMED CAME IN THE ANGER OF ALLAH: BY HARSH DISCIPLINE HE UNIFIED THE ARABS. SO LONG AS HIS ARMIES REFUSED TO MAKE PEACE HE PREVAILED.

BUT IF MUSLIMS SETTLED DOWN AND ENJOYED THEIR CREATURE COMFORTS, PRIME EXAMPLE ABBASID CALIPHATE, THEN THEY INCUR THE WRATH OF ALLAH.

AFTER JOSHUA [TYPE OF ISLAMIC WARRIOR] CONQUERED CANAAN HE WARNED ISRAEL NOT TO STOP FIGHTING UNTIL EVERY CANAANITE WAS DEAD. BUT AFTER ONE GENERATION ISRAEL STOPPED FIGHTING AND SETTLED. GOD SENT JUDGES TO RESTORE THE FIGHTING SPIRIT.

861 AD ABBASID CALIPH IS MURDERED BY HIS OWN GUARD: OFFICERS DEPOSE CALIPHS WITH REGULARITY.

865 AD GREAT HEATHEN INVASION OF BRITAIN

871 AD ONLY LANDS OF MESOPOTAMIA OBEY ABBASID AUTHORITY: INDEPENDENT ISLAMIC EMIRS MULTIPLY

877 AD ALFRED FORCES GREAT VIKING ARMY TO SURRENDER

882 AD ALFRED SENDS ALMS FOR POOR TO ROME

884 AD ALFRED BRINGS PAPACY TO BRITAIN

885 AD WELSH KINGS ACCEPT ALFRED AS OVERLORD

890 AD ALFRED TRANSLATES PAPAL BULLS TO ENGLISH

896 AD ALFRED REBUILDS WALLS OF LONDON

MILITANT ISLAM OF MOHAMMED IS GONE; UNITY AMONG MOSLEMS IS GONE; POWER OF CALIPH IS GONE.
19TH ERA (901 – 950 AD): 19TH SIGN CRATER “DRINK THE CUP: IDOLATRY JUDGED”

STAR PROPHECY

Crater is a small constellation, a decan of Leo “Defender of Poor”, located on the back of the snake Hydra “Pagan Princess: Harlot”.

The Cup has tilted as if the contents are poured out upon the snake Hydra.

Star Alkes: “The Cup” (Is this where we get our word ‘Alchemy’?)

In the Babylonian system Crater was a death symbol and marked a gate to the netherworld.

The star Alkes in Crater is itself dying: at the end of its star life: much of the hydrogen has been burned up. Alkes has expanded and become more luminous than before. A flame out!

The same is true for Delta Crateris: a star at the end of its life, expanded to a huge volume and with a much brighter than normal luminosity.

Crater is a pagan idolatry worship cup and the association is with Sorcery and Divination. It also symbolizes the terrible end of those who use it.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

SUNNI Caliph Al-Rahman welcomes Jews to his court: becomes fabulously wealthy & influential.

908 AD Al-Mahdi begins empire building: promoting a sect of Shi’ite religion known today as Ismaill’ism

909 AD Fatimids conquer Algeria

910 AD Caliphate of Al-Mahdi founded in Tunisia

911 AD Charles the Simple permits a clan of Vikings (aka ‘Northmen’) to settle in Normandy

914 AD Vikings conquer Ireland

920 AD Henry the Fowler retakes Utrecht, in the hands of the Vikings for 70 years

921 AD Fatimids crush Isdrid Dynasty: take Fez

929 AD Emir Al-Rahman III creates Caliphate of Cordoba: welcomes & promotes Jewish community: becomes largest city in world; bigger than Baghdad.

931 AD Eric Bloodaxe becomes 2nd King Normandy

932 AD Samanids at peak: Persian culture is reborn.
20TH ERA (951 – 1000 AD): 20TH SIGN **OPHIUCHUS** “LIFE & DEATH STRUGGLE”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Hebrew **Afeichus**: “Serpent Held”. A good sign!

Head is **Ras Al Hagus**: “the head of him who holds”;

Right knee is **Sabik**: ‘preceding one’;

Left knee is **Zeta**: In the left hand **Yed**

Right shoulder **Cebalrai**: ‘heart of the shepherd’

Right foot is **Theta**; in the right hand **Veta**.

Stars, not identified, include: **Trophias** ‘treading under foot’; **Saiph** ‘bruised’; **Carnebus** ‘the wounding’; and **Megeros** ‘contending’.

The path of the Sun passes just above **Theta** – the right foot. This means most of the stars in **Ophiuchus** are north of the Ecliptic. This makes **Ophiuchus** a hero of the faith wrestling evil.

**Ophiuchus** is the only non-Zodiac sign that crosses the path of the Sun.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

- Pagan kings wrestle with changing their religion.
- 955 AD King Otto defeats Magyars at Lechfeld
- 956 AD Quake topples Lighthouse at Alexandria
- 957 AD Olga of Kiev converts to Orthodox Church
- 958 AD Fatimids conquer northern Morocco
- 962 AD Pope crowns Otto ‘Holy Roman Emperor’
- 964 AD Otto besieges Rome to enforce his choice as Pope (so great was his fear of ex-communication)
- 966 AD Mieszko Ruler of Poland is baptised
- 969 AD Fatimids conquer Egypt: move their capital
- 971 AD Byzantium & Bulgaria begin 50-year conflict
- 976 AD Vladimir Prince of Kievan Rus baptised
- 997 AD Mahmud founds Ghazni Dynasty
- 999 AD Christianity adopted in Iceland
- 1000 AD Christian missionaries reach all Europe
STAR PROPHECY

The Band pivots at star Alrescha “Bridle”

Alrescha is attached to the neck of the sea monster Cetus “Beast From The Sea: Shaman”.

Due to the connection to Cetus, The Band has a negative connotation: restraining and controlling the two fish in Pisces “Gentile Believers Snared”.

Healthy fish need to swim to breath and forage. The Band constricts the freedom of the fish: it is a wearisome bondage.

Two fish tied to each other’s tails would be agony. But two fish to be tied to each other’s tails and a sea monster would be impossible.

The Band connecting the two fish in Pisces is its own star sign. No other star names are known. No bright stars are present.

Fortunately, The Living Lamb Who Died, Aries, signifying the resurrected Lord Jesus has a front foot on The Band. The situation is still difficult, but by the mercy of God survivable.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Viking Normans marrying British Royals: bad idea!


1006 AD Brightest super-nova ever recorded

1008 AD King Olof of Sweden is baptised

1014 AD Basil II of Byzantium wins a battle vs Bulgaria (Orthodox too): blinds 15,000 prisoners!

1015-16 AD Canute invades Britain; defeats Edmund Ironsides; crowned King in London

1017 AD Canute marries Emma; widow of Athelred; daughter of Richard II the Norman.

1036 AD Turkic warrior nation: beginning of Seljuk Empire: will re-unite Islam under Sunni Sultans.

1037 AD Harold Harefoot is King: Emma is exiled. Ultimately this led to the Norman conquest.

1040 AD Ghazni Dynasty conquered by Seljuks
22ND ERA (1051 – 1100 AD): 22ND SIGN CRUX “EVIL PREVAILS: UPRIGHT CUT OFF”

**STAR PROPHECY**

**Crux** has the Hebrew name **Adom** which means ‘Cut-Off’. The sign is in the shape of the **Roman Cross** (and the Hebrew letter **Tau**).

Star names have been lost.

**Coalsack** is the most prominent dark nebula in the sky. A dark nebula is a dark patch in the otherwise bright Milky Way. It is caused by interstellar dust so thick star light cannot shine through it.

**Crux** is located in the deep south of the stellar sky. It is sometimes called the ‘Southern Cross’ because it is only visible south of the equator.

There is a strong Christian connection to this sign but it could apply to any people who declare faith in God but behave abominably.

It is a bad sign: those who boast in the Cross, emblazon the Cross on their shields, and decorate their churches with Crosses behave with the most extreme sinfulness and deny the Lord Jesus Christ in every thought, word, and deed. Beyond hypocrisy: it is apostasy.

---

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

So many examples of **Evil Prevailing** at this time.

1053 AD Pope leads troops into battle: defeated by Normans: (so much for papal infallibility)

1054 AD **Great Schism**: Catholics and Orthodox ex-communicate each other (see graphic above)

1055 AD Bagdad falls to Seljuks

1056 AD Muslims expel 300 Christians from Jerusalem: forbid Europeans from Ch. Holy Sepulchre

1057 AD William the Conqueror defeats France

1066 AD **Battle of Hastings**: William Conqueror is King

1070 AD Norman Clergy replaces English Clergy

1071 AD Earl of Mercia killed: land to Normans

1073-77 AD Turks capture Ankara; Jerusalem, Nicea.

1095 AD **Pope Urban Launches 1st Crusade**

1098 AD **Crusaders Massacre Antioch Civilians**

1099 AD **Crusaders Capture Jerusalem**
23RD ERA (1101 – 1150 AD): 23RD SIGN KNOT OF SNAKES “FALSE PROPHETS MULTIPLY”

STAR PROPHECY

Persians saw LEPUS (spelling wrong in diagram above) as a SNAKE, given its location under the raised foot of Orion, we agree.

The star Rigel in Orion above the snake(s) means “the foot that crushes”. The brightest star in the snake(s) is Armebo “enemy of him who comes”.

Other stars include: Nihal “The Mad”, Sugia “The Deceiver”, Rakis “The Bound”.

Lupus has three variable stars, meaning the star light changes in intensity. Evil star signs are noted for having variable stars.

If Orion is stepping on the snake(s) why isn’t it (aren’t they) destroyed? Because (we believe) The snakes: Sugia (The Deceiver) Are in a knot: Rakis (Bound) Breeding and multiplying: Nihal (Mad). Mad as hatters (religious rulers)!

Armebo: “Enemy of Him Who Comes”. False Teachers are against Christ: they want to rule!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Step one foot away from the Cross and you are lost.

1112 AD Founding of Cistercian Order: Mary Worship

1115 AD Abbey of Clairvaux founded in France

1119 AD Knights Templar founded by French Knight Hugh de Payns: Bernard de Clairvaux drafts orders

1130 AD Bernard de Clairvaux called to judge who will be the successor Pope

1132 AD Roman Bishop of Armagh imposes Latin liturgy on independent Irish church

1140 AD 1st Cistercian monastery in Spain

1143 AD People of Rome revolt against the Pope

1145 AD Pope Eugene issues bull for 2nd Crusade

1146 AD Bernard de Clairvaux presents strong case to Europe’s kings for 2nd Crusade

1147-50 AD 2nd Crusade is a total failure
24TH ERA (**1151 – 1200 AD**): 24TH SIGN **ANDROMEDA** “SLAVE WOMAN IN CHAINS”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Hebrew name is **Sirra** “The Chained” and **Persea** “The Stretched Out”.

The diagram is a beautiful **slave woman with chains** on her hands and her legs.

**Andromeda** is on her back with her head looking up and her left leg up at **Almaak** and her right leg at **Adhil**.

Anyone can see having her feet above her head cannot be a comfortable position. The stars in the top right signify **her arms chained up**. Her face is looking up in envy at **Cassiopeia** “**Free Woman Vindicated**”.

**Alphiratz** “The Broken Down”; **Mirach** “Weak”; **Almaach** “Struck Down”; **Adhil** “Afflicted”; **Mizar** “The Weak”; **Al Mara** “Afflicted”.

**Andromeda** is behind the back of **Pegasus** “Holy Ones Shine Like Stars” implying she doesn’t qualify to be one of those.

**Andromeda** is below and to the right of **Perseus** “**Angel of Lord Appears**” and directly above the North Fish of **Pisces** “**Gentile Believers Snared**”.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Richard is on pointless Crusades which are defeated: the **English people are impoverished to pay for it**. The Pope enacts persecutions of any Christians in his domain who will not kiss his ring. A heavy bondage.

1159 AD Saladin appointed Vizier by Shi’ite Fatimids
1161 AD Saladin abolishes Fatimids; Egypt Sunni again
1174 AD Saladin conquers Syria;
1179 AD Saladin defeats 700 Knights at Jacob’s Ford
1184 AD Papal Bull ex-communicates Waldensians
1187 AD Battle of Hattin: Crusaders defeated; Christians expelled from Palestine; Jews invited in
1189 AD Richard Lionheart is King of England
1190 AD 3rd Crusade: Richard & Philip II of France
1192 AD Treaty w. Saladin: Pilgrims free to visit again
1193 AD Richard captured; imprisoned by Henry VI
1194 AD King’s ransom for Richard: 650,000lbs silver!
1199 AD Richard shot in neck by a lad & dies wounds
25TH ERA (1201–1250 AD): 25TH SIGN ARGO VELA “ORPHANS GO HOMELESS”

STAR PROPHECY

Vela is the sail portion of the celestial ship Argo.

Argo is in the south portion of the heavens, below ecliptic: it is associated with “little faith”

Two of the brightest stars are multiple star systems. Seven stars have been identified with planets. Many hot stars are among these.

Argo speaks of people who find themselves on stormy seas exposed to the full power of nature: for safety sails are tied up (see diagram above)

The sails of a ship ought to carry wind: the Spirit of God. The travelers identified with sails are the ones (who wrongly believe) they are sent by a divine calling. Men of the Cloth! (sails tied up!)

In ancient times Argo was visible just above the horizon and with the movement of the stars appeared to ‘sail’ just above the horizon at night.

In the Greek tradition, Argo was a boat filled with warriors who sought the golden fleece.


HISTORICAL EVENTS

Mendicant preachers appeared in reaction to the worldliness of the Church. But they were soon corrupted and brought to heel to the Pope.

1204 AD Vision of St. Francis: leaves war, starts to beg
1205 AD St. Francis preaches on streets
1208 AD Pope interdicts England: no marriage, burial
1209 AD Pope ex-communicates King John of England
1210 AD Pope authorizes Franciscan Order
1216 AD Pope authorizes Dominican Order
1219 AD St. Francis introduces Catholicism to Egypt
1223 AD St. Francis arranges 1st Nativity Scene
1229 AD Inquisition is carried out by Dominican Order
1230 AD Teutonic Knights invited to travel to Prussia convert the pagans to Catholicism, by force.
1237-42 AD Mongols on horses invade eastern Europe (Russia, Hungary, Austria, Serbia, Bulgaria, Anatolia)
The bright star, of the 1st magnitude, is Fomalhaut: “Mouth of the Fish”. Similar to the Hebrew word Arra or Aron meaning “Box” and is translated “Ark” in the Bible. An association here with Aaron: leader of Israelite religion.

Piscus Austrinus is not a giant fish in the Sea. Rather, it is a giant net filled with fish in the Sea.

Nets are woven by fishermen to catch fish. Aquarius pours living water to sustain the fish: “If anyone gives one of these little ones a cup of water he will by no means lose his reward”.

But the net is sinking. The Ten Commandments arrived on stone tablets. Religious leaders teach the fish to obey religious laws: not to put trust only in Jesus’ death on the Cross. Religious Law is the stone tied to the net causing the sinking.

Jesus offered his teaching and his life voluntarily: no cost to hearers. Jesus warned that religious men would come, bind his believers into closed-off communities (nets), and live off fishing:

“Whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin [to adopt religious ways] it would be better for him if a millstone were hung on his neck and he were drowned in the... sea.”

Mongols ravage Islamic & Eastern Orthodox nations. In spite of appeals: Catholics offer no help.

1255 AD Catholics crush last Cathar community
1256 AD Pope founds Order of St. Augustine: to spread the veneration of Mary [!]
1258 AD Mongols devastate Baghdad: 1,000,000 citizens die: huge piles of human skulls outside city
1260 AD Mamluks defeat Mongols in battle in Galilee: 1st time Mongols are decisively defeated
1265 AD Byzantium agrees to be a Mongol vassal state: send annually copious amounts of cloth
1271 AD Mamluk Baybar captures Krac de Chevalier
1279 AD Russian agrees to be a Mongol vassal
1282 AD Mongol leader Tekuder converts to Islam! Offers alliance with Mamluk Sultan
1290 AD Edward orders all Jews to leave England
1295 AD Mongol leader Ghazan converts to Islam
1297 AD Muslim Aladdin defeats Mongols in India
1299 AD Osman founds Oghuz Turks: 1st Ottomans
27TH ERA (1301 – 1350 AD): 27TH SIGN **DRACO** “DECEIVERS CAST OUT OF HEAVEN”

**STAR PROPHECY**

**Draco** is a Greek word meaning “Trodden On”. The Hebrew word **Darach** means “To Tread”.

The stars:

In the head is **Rastaban**: “Head of the Subtle” in the tail is **Thuban**: “The Subtle”. Others: **Giansar**: “The Punished Enemy”, **El Atik**: “The Fraud”, and **Eltanin**: “The Great Serpent”.

The head of **Darach** is pointed down, so the great snake is falling down from heaven.

The Bible does not leave the interpretation of **Darach** in doubt. Revelation 12:9-10 says:

“And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent called the devil or Satan, which deceives the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast with him…”

For interpreting this sign with respect to secular history ‘Heaven’ may be taken as rule, authority, and privilege. Thus ‘Satan Cast Out’ is prophetically a demotion from a position of power, privilege, and wealth.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Deceivers are cast out of Heaven everywhere.

1303-06 AD Sultan Aladdin pushes Hinduism back

1305 AD Pope Clement V flees Rome; moves to Avignon, France; anti-pope controversy begins

1307 AD Templars driven out of Holy Land, flee to France: King Philip accuses them of magic & heresy: seizes all their assets: tortures the adherents.

1309 AD Court of Papacy moves to Avignon

1310 AD 54 Knights Templar burned at the stake

1312 AD Pope Clement disbands Knights Templar

1314 AD Jacques de Molay, Grand Master of Knights Templar burned at stake; curses King of France

1315-17 AD Great Famine in Europe: rainy & cold

1319 AD Pope declares doctrine of Franciscans false

1328 AD English recognize Scottish Independence: after decades of battles and intrigue among nobility

1346-53 AD Black Plague: 45% Euros die! (Pox on all)
28TH ERA (1351 – 1400 AD): 28TH SIGN DALAPH “JUDGMENT LIKE A FLOOD”

STAR PROPHECY

Hebrew name is Dalaph: “Pouring Out Water”. (Ignore the name Delphinus)

The shape is that of a jar pouring out water. Or like the harvest sickle of the Angel of Death.

Dalaph has two binary stars: 7 stars in total.

The position of stars is paramount to their interpretation. The three stars of Dalaph Sualocin, Rotanev, and Deneb are in a line that points directly to the tip of the right wing of Aquila “Eagle Rises High: Eats Blood”.

Sagitta “Judgment for Sin” and Dalaph “Judgment Like a Flood” are mirror images: Sagitta is flying for the tip of the left wing of Aquila and Dalaph pouring out to the right wing.

The preaching of John Wycliffe was a spark which lit the bon-fire of the reformation in Northern Europe. An Oxford scholar, Wycliffe challenged key doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church: Trans-substantiation, Indulgences, Corruption.

The Catholic Church exhumed Wycliffe, burned his bones, and poured out his ashes into a river!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Based on history: Dalaph is not pouring out blessings:

1350 AD Pogroms against Jews in 60 cities
1358 AD Peasant’s Revolt in France: kills some nobles
1361-62 AD Re-occurrence of Black Plague: England
1362 AD Ottomans invade Balkans under Murad
1364 AD Byzantium reduced to Constantinople
1370 AD Timur rules Trans-oxnia: head of great army
1381 AD Peasant’s Revolt: England, destroys a palace
1381 AD Wycliffe’s 12 Theses: Cath. Eucharist is sham
1383 AD Earthquake during Trial of Wycliffe!
1386 AD Timur invades Georgia: makes many slaves
1387 AD Esfahan, huge Persian city, is taken by Timur
1389 AD Ottomans win key battle with Serbs: Kosovo
1398 AD Timur conquers India: takes Delhi
29TH ERA (1401 – 1450 AD): 29TH SIGN PEGASUS “HOLY ONES SHINE LIKE STARS”

STAR PROPHECY

Pegasus is a bright sign: one star of the 1st magnitude, two of the 2nd, three of the 3rd, and four of the 4th magnitude.

In the neck is Markab: ”Returning From Afar”.
In the head is Algenib: “Who Carries”.
In the nose is Enif: “The Nose”. The front legs attach at Scheat: “Who Goes and Returns”.

Pegasus is also a large sign in the northern sky, with the great square pattern clearly visible.

It pictures a winged horse coming head-first down from above in brilliant array.

The head of Pegasus is just above the sign of Aquarius ”Servant Washes Feet” but upside down and looking back at the sign of Cygnus: ”Resurrected Saints”. To the backside of Pegasus is Andromeda: “Slave Woman in Chains”

Aquarius is the Suffering Servant: the day of Pegasus will be his great reward. All will rise from the dead. But those who honored God in this life will return in power & glory!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Wycliffe’s challenge to Catholic teaching gains wider support. In a way, Wycliffe is resurrected & returns.

1403 AD Jan Hus begins preaching Wycliffe’s ideas: gains support of King Wenceslaus of Bohemia

1412 AD Jan Hus appeals to Jesus Christ as the supreme authority: bypassing all Church laws

1413 AD Supporters of Wycliffe march on London

1414 AD Jan Hus is put in a Dominican dungeon

1415 AD Jan Hus burned at the stake

1429 AD Joane d’Arc arrives at the siege of Orleans: carries a banner; French victory over the English!

1430 AD Joane d’Arc is captured by the English

1431 AD Joane d’Arc, a peasant girl, astounds her judges by providing perfect replies to theological questions invented to trap her as a heretic. The trial arrives at a guilty judgment without evidence and Joane d’Arc is burned at the stake.

NB: A ‘holy one’ serves a higher cause than this life.
30TH ERA (1451 – 1500 AD): 30TH SIGN CASSEIOPIA “FREE WOMAN: QUEEN OF HEAVEN”

STAR PROPHECY

The bright star near the left breast is Shedar: “The Freed”. Cassiopeia is a Free Woman.

The star Caph: “The Branch” comes from the Hebrew word used in the Bible to describe the branches used to make booths in the feast of Succoth (Lev 23:40-41). Cassiopeia is holding a branch in her right hand (beginning of dynasty?)

In the picture (to the left) the feet are at the top left and the head is at the bottom right. The ancient Dendera pictured her as “A Gazelle” lying beside Cephus. The gazelle is a ‘clean’ animal related to sheep and is a symbol of freedom, gentleness, and everlasting love (Songs 2:9, 17).

The Arabs called her “The Enthroned” and other ancients called her “The Daughter of Splendor”.

Cassiopeia is a Queen. She is the Queen of Heaven which the Israelites worshipped: Jeremiah condemned this bitterly (Jer. 7 v 18).

In star prophecy of secular history Cassiopeia is a Queen of a Great Empire such as Spain. (Spirit of Tyre removed from Constantinople to Madrid).

HISTORICAL EVENTS

The minds & hearts of Europeans are finally beginning to open to the beauty & grace of God. The veils which closed the eyes are pulled back to new visions.

1451 AD Isabella of Castille is born: virtuous & wise

1452 AD Guttenburg Bible begins printing. The people can read the Bible: the Word of God spreads.

1453 AD Constantinople falls to Sultan Mehmed II: Byzantine Empire is ended: walls of ‘Tyre’ breached

1469 AD Ferdinand & Isabella are married

1471 AD Portuguese ships reach Gold Coast of Africa

1474 AD Isabella crowned Queen of Castille

1479 AD Beginning of the Kingdom of Spain

1485 AD Tudor Dynasty wins the War of the Roses

1488 AD Barth. Diaz rounds Cape of Good Hope

1491-92 AD Siege of Grenada: Jews kicked off Spain

1492 AD Columbus claims New World for Spain
31ST ERA (1501 – 1550 AD): 31ST SIGN SERPENS “SNAKE CRUSHES VICTIMS IN COILS”

STAR PROPHECY

Serpens is the line of stars – separated by the leg of Ophiuchus “Life & Death Struggle” which is stepping over Serpens to place his foot on the head of Scorpio “Seed of Satan”. Stars:

Unuk in the neck: “Encompassing”.
Alya in the tail: “The Accursed”.
Al Hay: “The Reptile”.
Chelebalrai in the jaw: “The Serpent Enfolding”.
Caput: “Head”, Cauda: “Tail”.

Serpens has a cold-blooded agenda for absolute rule: (1) All-encompassing – every aspect of life is affected; (2) Intense pressure on mind & will, like squeezing power of the snake’s coils choking out breath; (3) Swallowing victims whole: accursed.

This sign is connected prophetically to extreme religious sects or orders. Example: Catholic Jesuits / Persian Shi’ites. These sects impose strict rules / Sharia Law on all relying on disproportionate penalties for non-compliance: (prison, torture, death) to keep obedience.

Serpens has an arch-rival: Ophiuchus (Lutherans / Ottomans) who wipe Serpens between their legs!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

This is Ismail. Look at his hat! Is that not the shape of coils of a snake? Here is the key insight: Ismail is not in power; he is under power of the clerics.

Look at all the coiling snakes and their antagonists:

1501 AD Safavids accept Shi’ite Islam under Ismail.
1507 AD Ismail conquers a city in Eastern Anatolia
1511 AD Battle of Merv: Ismail defeats Uzbeks
1512 AD Ottomans invade Levant, Egypt, Arabia
1514 AD Ottomans defeat Safavids: Annex Kurdistan
1517 AD Luther’s 97 Theses in Wittenberg, Saxony
1520 AD Cortez’ Spanish victory over Aztecs
1521 AD Edict of Worms: Lutherans & Catholics split
1524 AD Ismail dies: civil wars in Iran for decades
1527 AD Diet of Speyer: German states pick a religion
1531 AD Luther says all Catholic clergy are sodomites
1532-42 AD Spanish conquest of Inca
1534 AD Jesuit Order founded under ‘Blessed Virgin’
1545 AD Catholics massacre the Waldensians
32ND ERA (1551 – 1600 AD): 32ND SIGN HERCULES “BELIEVERS FIGHT FOR THE FAITH”

**STAR PROPHECY**

**Hercules** is a strong man upside down – as if coming down from heaven. **Hercules** is face to face with **Ophiuchus** “Life & Death Struggle”: Hercules is strong: passionate about his beliefs.

(As we look up) **Hercules** is on the left of the **Invisible Bride** under **Corona** and **The Good Shepherd** is on her right.

**Good Shepherd** “Promised Seed” (Messiah) is keeping his pledge to marry the **Invisible Bride**.

**Hercules** is “Believers Fight for the Faith”. **Hercules** is saints who rely on human strength: This is wrong, Jesus preached non-resistance.

What are in Hercules’ hands? As commonly portrayed: a war club and the severed head of his enemy. More likely **Hercules** is holding reins of a war horse in the left hand, and is raising the sword of truth [per his belief] in the right hand.

Whereas **Ophiuchus** is wrestling with the Devil: fighting a spiritual battle; **Hercules** is beating on his own brothers in a physical battle. This is wrong: so, **Hercules** is falling down from Heaven.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

A whole bunch of strong believers up-side down:

- 1551 AD Massacre of Protestants in France
- 1553 AD Queen Mary re-est. Catholicism in England
- 1555 AD War German Lutherans vs. Catholics ends
- 1559 AD Queen Elizabeth’s Religious Settlement
- 1562 AD French Wars of Religion: Cath. Vs. Huguenots
- 1563 AD Council of Trent: Cath. tradition = Scripture
- 1566 AD Calvinists w. Axes smash Antwerp Cathedral
- 1568 AD William of Orange leads revolt vs Catholics
- 1572 AD 3,000 Protestants massacred in Paris
- 1576 AD Catholic League founded to fight Protestants
- 1582 AD Munster Revolt Ireland: 30,000 starve death
- 1587 AD Elizabeth beheads Mary for plotting w. Philip
- 1588 AD Spanish Armada wrecked in severe storm
- 1594 AD Nine Years War: Ireland revolts fr. England
33RD ERA (1601 – 1650 AD): 33RD SIGN COMA “DREAMS OF PARADISE COME TRUE”

STAR PROPHECY

Coma Berenices

The picture is of a male child on the knee of a woman. Sometimes the woman is pictured on a throne. **Coma** is a decan of **Virgo** “Seed of Woman” which alludes to promised Messiah.

**Coma** in Hebrew means “The Desired”. The Egyptian name was “The Desired Son”.

(The Greek word for hair sounds like Coma and that is how the name of the sign was wrongly changed to the ‘hair of Berenice’.)

The Hebrew name for the child of **Coma** is **Yeshua**, or “Jesus”.

There are no bright stars in **Coma** but there are many star clusters and distant galaxies.

In **Coma** there are not the usual dozen stars, but thousands of galaxies of stars!

In a secular context, **Coma** may be taken to symbolize the realization of long held hopes and dreams; of which prior generations had only the barest of glimpses; just as the Abrahamic faiths hope for a millennium of peace under Messiah.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

While Europe find new ways to die & kill each other: dreams of paradise come true in the New World:

- 1603 AD Elizabeth dies: King James crowned
- 1605 AD Acadian (French) Settlement of Port Royale
- 1607 AD Jamestown founded: free land to settle!
- 1608 AD Champlain founds Quebec City, New France
- 1617 AD Thirty Years War: Cath. Vs Protestants
- 1619 AD Pilgrims’ Plymouth Rock: religious freedom!
- 1621 AD Pilgrims celebrate 1st Thanksgiving
- 1628 AD Plague in France: 1,000,000 deaths
- 1630 AD Withrop’s vision: America like ‘City on a Hill’
- 1632 AD Boston is founded: academic freedom!
- 1642-49 AD English Civil War: Parliament vs Royals
- 1648 AD 30 Year War Ends: Germany lost 1/3 pop.
- 1649 AD King Charles beheaded: England is republic!
34TH ERA (1651 – 1700 AD): 34TH SIGN CANIS MINOR “WOE TO THE CITY OF BLOOD”

STAR PROPHECY

Few pictures of this sign have come down to us. *(The author puts no credence in the Latin name Canis Minor, except it ties it to Canis Major).*

Stars:

**Procyon** “Before the Dog” and

**Gomeisa** “Burdened for Others”.

**Canis Minor** is an evil sign, below ecliptic, a decan of Gemini “Love Stronger Than Death”

This is the 34th sign. The interpretation is linked to Genesis 34 (*mass circumcision & genocide at Shechem*) and **Nahum** (34th book).

The book of **Nahum** begins with the words:

“God is jealous, and the Lord avenges” (Nah 1v2)

“Woe to the bloody city! It is full of lies and robbery. Its victim never departs.” (Nahum 3v1)

“Your shepherds slumber; O king of Assyria; your nobles rest in the dust. Your people are scattered on the mountains.” (Nahum 3v18)

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Power of Church & Throne of England is diminished:

1651 AD Cromwell defeats Scottish armies

1653 AD Cromwell dissolves Parliament; is now ‘Lord Protector’; but without succession plan after he dies.

1660 AD England reluctantly restores the monarchy

1661 AD Cromwell exhumed, hanged by chains

1664 AD English forces capture New York City

1665 AD Great Plague in London: 25% die

1666 AD Great Fire of London: rebuilt with brick

1669 AD William Penn writes ‘Cross & Crown’ while imprisoned in the Tower of London

1674 AD Dutch surrender America colonies to UK

1676 AD Puritans defeat Indians: enslave survivors

1679 AD King Charles II dissolves parliament: crisis

1688 AD Glorious Revolution: King James II flees; Bill of Rights & Toleration Act; English not required to belong to Church of England.
The constellation of Auriga sits above the ecliptic, in the ‘The Land’ part of the sky, or the dwelling of the righteous.

The brightest star (1st magnitude) is Alioth (Hebrew) “She-Goat” also known as Capella (Latin). Another bright star (1st magnitude) is Menkilion “Chain of the Goats”. This describes a flock of goats tethered to their master.

The five bright stars in Auriga form a circle, or goat pen. Other stars: Maaz “Flock of Goats”, Gedi “Kid Goats”, and Aiyuk “Wounded” (in foot of Goatherd).

In Biblical typology ‘goats’ are Jews. But what is a Jew? Canaanites who passionately resisted God! Think of ‘goats’ as people of an historic Biblical faith who have forsaken those beliefs and adopted worldly ways with a smattering of festivals and traditions. What was heart faith has debased into merely a cultural distinctive.

It was to the ‘goats’, educated & worldly living, that revival preachers set out to reach.

The ‘Great Awakening’: faith in Jesus Christ in Britain & United States is resurrected; just like in Auriga there are two really bright stars: Whitfield & Wesley.

Sadly, the goats became tethered: tied to pastors & teachers; and the revival ran out. The saved souls were netted into new sects (Methodist & Wesleyan)

1704 AD John Locke dies: ‘father of liberalism’
1707 AD Scotland & England become United Kingdom
1709 AD Wesley age 6 is rescued from his father’s burning Rectory
1726 AD Moravian Revival: saints in prayer 24 hours
1728 AD Moravians publish 1st Daily Devotions
1734 AD J. Edwards Revival Preaching: Mass. USA
1737-43 AD G. Whitefield is saved, starts preaching
1738-91 AD John Wesley Revival Preaching: U.K.

The revivals were marked by public displays of repentance for sin and prayer for salvation.
36TH ERA (1751 – 1800 AD): 36TH SIGN CANIS MAJOR “MIGHT WARRIOR SCorns ALL”

**STAR PROPHECY**

**Canis Major** is located in the deep South of the sky below Gemini “Love Stronger Than Death”. Being below the ecliptic this sign signifies one who has no faith in the God of the Bible.

The star **Sirius “Prince”** is the brightest star in all the heavens, twice as bright as the next brightest star. It is binary. Accompanied by a white dwarf.

The name **“Prince”** is significant. This person is NOT of royal blood; he is a military commander.

The three belt stars in **Orion “Captain of the Host”** point to **Sirius**. The Egyptians saw great significance to **Sirius**. One of the air shafts in the Great Pyramid points to **Sirius**.

**Sirius** is the nearest star to our Sun, nine light years away. Other stars:

- **Mirzam**: “Ruler”, **Adara**: “Glorious”,
- **Wezea**: “Shining”, **Adhur**: “Mighty”,
- **Muliphen**: “Chief”.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

1st ‘Big Dog’ appears in Europe since Rome: **Napoleon!**
1754 AD Washington ambuses the British starts a war
1756 AD **Seven Years War** 1st Global conflict: Britain & Portugal & Prussia vs. France & Spain & Russia
1759 AD Wolfe beats Montcalm: British take Quebec
1763 AD Treaty: French cede Canada & Ohio to Britain
1774 AD Quebec Act: Oath of Protestant faith removed
1775-1781 AD **US War of Independence**: Washington with ragtag troops defeats a world power
1776 AD US **Declaration of Independence**
1783 AD Treaty: France cedes all 13 colonies to US
1789 AD **France Financial Crisis**: Citizens Revolt vs King
1792 AD Massacre of Priests; 1793 AD Reign of Terror
1798 AD **Napoleon** wins Italian Campaign
1799 AD **Napoleon** seizes power in France! Military ruler of a republic; hero of the common citizen
37TH ERA (1801 – 1850 AD): 37TH SIGN SAGITTA “JUDGMENT OF GOD: DEFEAT & RETREAT”

**STAR PROPHECY**

![Sagitta](image)

The tip of the arrow is the star Sham: “Destroying”.

The arrow is flying down from heaven. It is judgment from God. It is a righteous arrow: located in the sky above the ecliptic.

It is an arrow sent by God. There is no archer pointing his bow in this direction. The one who sent the arrow is above earthly sight.

God controls the destiny of every nation. He lifts one up and puts another down. Not by whim but to satisfy perfect justice and to keep His Word.

The arrow is headed towards the right wing of Aquila: “Eagle Rises High: Eats Blood”.

The eagle was a military symbol the Romans adopted to reflect supremacy in battle.

The arrow is a weapon of war. nations who build empires by war and conquest also live to see the day of defeat on battlefields; retreat from lands.

It is a lesson Britain ignores. Even the USA aggressively swallows Indian & Mexican land.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Sun sets: Napoleonic, Spanish and Ottoman Empires

- 1805 AD Battle of Trafalgar: Britain supreme on sea
- 1812 AD Napoleon invades Russia: defeated by cold
- 1813 AD Battle of Liepzig: Napoleon defeated
- 1814 AD Napoleon exiled to Elba: plots his return
- 1815 AD Battle of Waterloo: final defeat Napoleon
- 1820 AD Venezuela falls to S. Bolivar
- 1820 AD Peru & Mexico decl. independence fr. Spain
- 1827 AD Battle Navarino Bay: Ottoman fleet sinks
- 1830 AD Book of Mormon published [Devil fires back]
- 1837 AD Queen Victoria: British wars of conquest: Afg., Boer Republic, Natal, Jammu, Kashmir, Burma
- 1839 AD Opium War: sun setting on Qing Dynasty
- 1846 AD United States provokes Mexico to war: takes New Mexico and Texas as spoils. (later California)
- 1848 AD Marx publ. Communist Manifesto [ditto]
38TH ERA (1851 – 1900 AD): 38TH SIGN HYDRA “HARLOT: PAGAN PRINCESS”

STAR PROPHECY

Hydra is a very large and long constellation. It is below ecliptic, meaning it is an evil sign, representing no faith in the God of the Bible.

Hydra stretches under Leo “Defender of Poor”, Virgo “Seed of the Woman” and Cancer “Sorting Pen: Faith Crisis”.

The tight circle of five stars in the head of Hydra is the reason the sign is portrayed as a many-headed monster. The shape is a Pentagon: this is a connection to Satanism: worship of the Devil.

Hydra may be seen as a twisting snake or a hybrid bird, snake, lion or a dragon with wings.

Hydra has two variable stars. This is a hallmark of evil signs: being two-faced and devious.

Most of the stars are faint. The evil is hidden and spreads like fungus in the cool, damp, darkness.

Hydra is pure occult religion: she denies the existence of God, she grasps for power with no conscience at all if others suffer so she gains.

Hydra works her magic to hypnotize masses of people to believe lies and obey deluded leaders.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Hong is the prototype Messianic ‘Dear Leader’ who promises to lift up the poor masses but who delivers only endless strife, war, and death.

1850-64 AD Taipei Rebellion: 20 million die; Qing Dynasty vs. Heavenly Kingdom of Peace (Messianic Cult led by Hong: believed he was brother of Jesus)

1861-65 AD US Civil War: 1 million die pointlessly

1863 AD 1st Socialist Party founded in Germany

1865 AD 1st International Workers Soc. in London

1867 AD Canada formed from four former colonies

1878 AD Joseph Stalin is born [to be Messianic figure]

1880 AD 1st Boer War: Britain loses

1881 AD Czar Alex. I assassinated by socialist radicals

1889 AD Adolf Hitler is born [to be Messianic figure]

1894 AD Japan invades Korea

1897 AD 1st Zionist Congress in Geneva: Jews demand “a home for Jewish people in Palestine”

1897 AD Germany demands a “place in the Sun”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Argo Pupis is the stern of the celestial ship Argo.

Argo is in the south portion of the heavens, below ecliptic: it is associated with “little faith”

Argo Pupis speaks of people on stormy seas exposed to wind, waves, salt water, and pirates.

The passengers of Argo would be located in the stern of the ship: the safest place in battle, the most pleasant place in travel. But what ought to be a safe place turns out to be the worst place.

Argo Pupis is behind and beneath the rear end of Canis Major “Mighty Warrior Scorns All”.

The passengers in the stern are enduring the stench and filth that proceeds out of the back end of the Big Dog from all his eating.

Visually, the Big Dog is facing West. The stern of Argo is facing East: trying to flee the Big Dog but making no progress to escape.

*(note: to Arabs the birth of Israel was as shocking & offensive an event as WWII was to Europe).*

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Argo endures pirate battles and fierce storms at sea. Many crew and passengers die or are traumatized. Everyone in the world is affected by these horrors.

1914-18 AD World War I: 11 million soldiers die; 7 million civilians die: another 20 million wounded

1915 AD Armenian Genocide: 1 million victims

1917 AD Russian Revolution: Bolsheviks take power

1921 AD Hitler becomes leader of Nazis

1922 AD Musolini is fascist dictator of Italy

1923 AD Hyper-inflation in Germany

1929-39 AD Stock Market Crash: Great Depression

1931 AD Japan invades Manchuria; 1937 …China

1934 AD Great Purge of Stalin: 1 million people die

1939-45 AD World War II: 50 million soldiers die: 55 million civilian deaths: 30 million famine & disease

1949 AD Arab-Israeli War: Independence of Israel.
**40TH ERA (1951 – 2000 AD): 40TH SIGN COLT OF DONKEY “ANGEL OF LORD SAVES DONKEY”**

**STAR PROPHECY**

**Ursa Minor** is not a bear, it is a Colt of a Donkey. It is almost in the exact same shape as the bright stars in the Big Donkey, **Ursa Major**: “Gentile Beast Led by Tail” only **Ursa Minor** is a smaller version in a different position.

The neck stretches up and the bridle reaches **Polaris**, the star around which all other stars appear to rotate (type of world super-power).

Few Hebrew names for the stars are known, so we refer to the Arab names: **Kochab** “Waiting for the Coming”, **Alkaid** “The Assembled”, **Alpherkadain** “The Redeemed Assembly”, **Pherkad** “The Calf”, **Rocaba** “The Ridden On”

The position of **Ursa Minor** at the pinnacle of the Heavens speaks of great privilege. An example of superpower status is Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon; court privilege was granted to Daniel (in this era fulfilled by the wise Henry Kissinger).

In this era the fortunes of the world ruler / world superpower are tied to the fortunes of the Colt of the Donkey. (It won’t always be this way).

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Donkeys are symbolic of **Israelites** (here: the nation of Israel). **Polaris** (US) gained the **moral high ground** by rescuing the world from fascism. Again, US fights the good fight against godless communism.

1950-53 AD Korean War: US stuffs Chinese army
1959 AD Cuban Revolution: US keeps the lid on it
1960 AD Brain Drain: 4.5 million East Germans defect
1962 AD Cuban Missile Crisis: US gets its way
1967 AD Six Day War: win for nation of Israel
1972 AD SALT Pact: USA leadership achieves goal
1973 AD Yom Kippur War: win nation of Israel
1975 AD Vietnam War: (US overplays its hand)
1978 AD Camp David Peace Accord: US brokers
1979 AD Iranian Revolution: (US overplays its hand)
1989 AD Berlin Wall comes down
1991 AD US wins Cold War: Soviet communism ends
The bright star in the head, some say the jaw, is **Menkar**: “The Bound” or “The Chained Enemy”.

A star in the neck is **Mira**: “Rebel”. A star in the tail is **Dipha** (**Deneb Kaitos**): “The Subdued” or “The Thrust Down”.

This is a large constellation but its brightest star is only magnitude three. **Cetus** lies completely below the ecliptic indicating lack of faith in the God of the Bible. **Cetus** extends very far South into the darkest and lowest regions of the sky.

The diagram shows the stars connected around in a circle at the top. However, if the line of the serpent stopped at **Menkar** there would be 7 stars round about. The Greeks described this sea serpent as having 7 heads.

The Bible says “And I saw a beast rising out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and on his horns ten crowns, and on each head a blasphemous name” (Rev. 13:1)

The 41st chapter of the Bible is the account of Joseph interpreting the dreams of Pharaoh.

We are only in the 17th year of this modern era. It is too soon for history to reveal a pattern.

2500 years ago, another time in history was a **Cetus** era for which we do have records: 451-500 BC.

This ancient era of **Cetus** is famous because the Persians attempted to invade Greece. In 480 BC **Xerxes** invaded Greece, won the land battle of **Thermoplae** but lost the sea battle of **Salamis**.

**Xerxes** made a 1st attempt to cross the **Hellespont** on a bridge. A storm arose, broke the cables, destroying the bridge. On another occasion a storm arose and destroyed 20% of Xerxes fleet. The sea defeated **Xerxes** twice; (Greeks came from the seal).

We can take it the Greeks fulfilled the prophetic sign of **Cetus**: “Beast from the Sea”. But the **Oracle of Delphi** was key to the Greek success. They sought the **Oracle** and followed her guidance by evacuating **Athens** and preparing for the Sea battle at **Salamis**.

Thus: the ‘Shaman’ and the ‘Beast from the Sea’ are both vital parts of this sign’s meaning. **(Greece was a pure pagan culture: totally blasphemous to God.)**
CONCLUSION

We have presented for your consideration a match-up between the 40 eras since the Cross of Christ and the prophetic message in the heavenly constellations.

For the purpose of applying star knowledge to secular history, we conclude:

1. A prophetic ‘era’ is 50 years
2. Prophetic ‘years’ are 365 days
3. Prophetic eras began on January 1st, 1 AD
4. Prophetic eras go forward from 1 AD and go backward from 1 AD
5. Star Signs proceed according to the order in our list (page 2)
6. The classic sign of Argo is divided into three signs
7. There are 50 unique star signs
8. When 50 eras of 50 star signs is complete the order returns to Virgo (the 1st sign) again
9. Star Signs have core prophetic meanings which we summarize (page 2)
10. The teaching of the Bible is reflected in the Star Signs and vice-versa: same message

This paper only addresses 40 of the 50 star signs because that is all the history we have since the Cross.

We are working on another paper to summarize eras of history prior to the Cross. Our analysis of the 41st sign Cetus based on the history from 451-500 BC demonstrates the value of analyzing ancient history too.

We hope you have a new appreciation of the God of the Bible. He has written the end from the beginning for our benefit. For we who approach his words with the belief they are dictated from the mouth of God, infallible as they are invaluable.

Blessings to you in the precious name of the one and only Savior, Jesus Christ Our Lord.

To Jesus be the praise, the honor, and the glory forever and ever. Amen.

servant mark